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DIRECTIONAL ~JJTHW/~ f'ATTERNS

few DXer$ realize the extent to which directional antennas are used by sca
ations :n the U.S.; scme of us may not even be aware of theiTI. The fact remains

oat over 1.200 stations are new using Directionai Antenna (DA) during at least
part of their broadcast day. including the vast majority of fulltime regicnals and
clears. I,.lhether we knO'tJ it or not. DAis are re:sponsible for bringing us at least
a few of our prizedcatches. and, in much more numerous instances, are to blame
for denying us our most sought-after stations.

Why use DA? There are two main reason~: I) A few of the nationally ~leared
Class I stations hav~ constructed arrays which provide a 'Igain" (eff~c.tive power
greater than the input) over most of the U.S. Continer!t. while reducing power which
I<'as formerly wasted over the ocean or a foreign country. WBZ tn Boston, for example,
beams west in such a way that they enjoy an effective power greater than SOkw over
the entire U.S., except for ~he small areas lying east of the transmitter. 2) A
much more COIT.IT'.onuse. of DA's is for mutual protection of the service areas of
stations whIch operate on the same or ~djacent frequencies.

Hewdo DAis operata? While scme of themore intimatemathe~atics behind DA
operation is reputed to be rather involved. the basic theory is quite simple and
logical. A11 directional arrays (DA can mean this also) consist of two or more
vertical radiators (towers). Two factors determine where the transmitter's power
will go: Tower spacing and tower phasing.
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Referring to the diagrams above, it should be noticed that in either of the
two directions which are in line with the towers, the r.f. sine wave from one tower
will have trave11ed 180 electrical degrees(one-halfof the station'swavelength)
farther than thatof the other, making the sIne waves out-ai-phase. Thus. assuming
the r.f. amplitude in 4ower 1 to be equal to that in Tower2, the r.f. energy Is
effectively cancelled to zero in these directions. In the two directions \"ihich
are broadside to t>hearray. the r.f. sine waves will add in a similar manner. The
hmi1iar "f!gure 8" pattern has no',; been formed. Cardioids (patterns having only
one null), 1I}>6ur-lE:af-clovers", and other even more complex patterns are common.

I~ the example shown, phase relationships have been 2ch!eved wholly by means
of tower spacing. tn actual practice. a combination of tower spacing and artificial
variable r.f. delay networks interposed between transmitter and tcwers is employed.
Use of the delay network (called a phasing u!1it) carries tV-/Obig advantages: It

can artificially compensate for less controllable vari~bles (such as a necessary
change in xmission line lengths), and, more important1y, it permits more complex

patterns using a minimum number of towers. The phasing unit's usual place In a
broadcast station is right next to the transmitter. Once its controls have been
set for the desired pattern, they are strictly taboo to ~eddlers. 'This is one of
the best reasons why a directional radio station may not be legally operated unless
a First Class FCC Broadcast license holder is on the premIses!
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